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Introduction
A double exposure is an image consisting of two exposures
forming juxtaposed layers. The exposures (double or multi-)
ultimately produce one unified image composed of many
photographs. This final image is a hybrid of light and shadows which, colliding and crossing, trace a multitude of depictions, and give birth to a new figurative work.
The technique arose from ludic experimentation or maybe sheer accident. The photographic medium was initially
imagined as means to preserve and duplicate the real as a
slice of time and space; the double exposure became one of
photography's earliest attempts to contest its own notions of
exactitude and actuality. Layering juxtapositions, and thereby contesting the claims of any singular image to be an accurate depiction of the real, became a way for the photographic
medium to refute its own history, materiality and traditions.
From the outset, the ease of photography's various manipulations filled its users and critics with doubt. No longer
simply a tool with which to preserve and examine slices of
time, the medium appeared unwilling to provide truths let
alone grand narratives. Instead the medium, engaged in a
conversation with uncertainty, resisted ideological assertions. Photography, ever multi-faceted, revealed itself to be
an adaptable technology which could be used as easily for
policing and surveillance as for tourist souvenirs. Few inventions or artistic mediums seemed so relentlessly versatile.

Manipulations by its users - everyone from dictators to
bureaucrats to artists to parents - turned the photographic
quest away from the real and authentic, and towards the
flamboyant, unreliable, imaginary and even academic.
The photographic medium, by virtue of its capacity to
simultaneously play the role of a singularity, while also generating, willingly or un-willingly, double and multiple exposures, obliges us to experience integration, fusion, blurring
and appropriation. This chameleon medium and its multifaceted usages pose ever-shifting academic, political and
artistic challenges. The double exposure contains truth and
versatility, stability and unreliability, narration and counternarration. The double exposure offers not simply intertextualities but a way to exist, moment by shifting moment,
inside cultural, aesthetic, linguistic and deeply personal
crossings.
The works in this book form a memory of our encounters
with various juxtaposed histories and personal narratives,
and with the permanence and ephemerality of all such contacts. We hoped that we would each be left with brief, distorted, contested, and lasting exposures.
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Interruption-Story
This text is the result of a writing experiment that is called an
`interruption-story'. We were given different impulses - images, sounds and text - and were asked to write a story as
the different `interruptions' passed by. I have edited the final
text only slightly, to change grammatical errors or awkward
constructions. Two of the `interruptions' were quotes by
Antonin Artaud and Ai Weiwei, which have been included
into my text. The quote from Rainer Maria Rilke came from
myself. The slightly amended motive of death and the cauliflower came from a text by Michel de Montaigne, which I
read the evening before the experiment; but Montaigne was
talking about a cabbage. There are, of course, many other
references and connections to things I have read and seen
- nothing grows in a vacuum and certainly not a cauliflower
- I have mentioned only the most explicit ones. This text is a
fascinating piece for me because it almost feels as if I have
not written it myself. The words came up automatically, as if
I was in a trance, and yet the text reflects many of the questions and struggles that are pervasive in my life. Questions
are openings ti nothing. And to everything.

Fluctuation. Movement. Everything is as it is. But only
during an infinitesimally small moment. Things fade. Colors are muted. I walk through the countryside. I am in con-

versation. I am melting into the fields. The green becomes
blue in front of my eyes. The green becomes blue inside my
eyes. Is there anything that can bring things back to where
they were? When we were happy, we had other names.
Everything is fleeting. I try to capture one moment. I fail.
Of course. I want death to find me while I am planting cauliflower. Particularly cauliflower.
A piano plays. A piano is played. Images retreat into darkness. What is left when there are only sounds: Are you there?
Is He there? The piano fades away; lam fading away while the
cauliflower grows. Will I survive my cauliflower? Questions
are openings into new rooms of thought. But these rooms
are as empty as the ones I have treaded before. Atmosphere.
That is what I am searching for. A piano. A violin. Candles.
Cheese. Wine. A soft wind. Light twinkling in the eye of the
person in front of me. The smoke of a cigarette, momentarily
adding some haze to it all. All of it fills the empty rooms.
Questions are openings to nothing. And to everything. Will I
survive my cauliflower?
An old man stares at me through the rain. "Du mußt dein
Leben andern:' But how? I think back to those moments in
the bed of my parents, under the tilted roof, with the rain falling on the window. There were no words. No uncertainties.
Everything that existed was there.
It is fleeting.
The old man will fade away soon. He leaves us behind. We
leave him behind. He is standing on the beach and slowly
walks into the sea. He disappears. "I give myself back to the
oceans," he does not shout. I hear the rain on the window.
Will I survive my cauliflower? I was born, I planted a cauliflower and saw a man walk to his death in a dark sea. If all
this exists, "then surely one can no longer think that this is a
fluke and the fluke means nothing" Meaning is incorporated
into everything. Every sound, every image, every gesture.
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Afterword
The Samuel Fischer Guest Professorship is an important
pillar of the Peter Szondi-Institute for Comparative Literature. Since its foundation in 1998 by the S. Fischer Verlag,
the Holtzbrínck Publishing Group, the DAAD and the FU
Berlin, it has hosted 43 renowned international writers in
Berlin. Each term, these writers teach one course at the Peter
Szondi-Institute, thus encouraging students to critically reflect on world literature. Students of the department thus
have the unique opportunity to engage with contemporary
writers from all over the world, to exchange ideas and to turn
the solitary experience of reading and writing into a collective endeavour.
In the summer term of 2019, Madeleine Thief and Rawi
Hage shared the Samuel Fischer Guest Professorship. Thief
and Hage are two of the most renowned voices of contemporary Canadian literature. Their writing has in common a relentless investigation of the wounds and scars of the 201h century and the imprint they left on the lives of individuals. The
contributions in this volume are the result of the seminar series they taught, entitled `Insinuation and Double Exposure:
Appropriation as Literary Response'. In their class, Thief and
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"name, birth, origin and subjects"
this and that
here and there
i don't know, my mum did most of the work
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